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Abstract. Research on the impact of peer rating (PR) has provided encouraging
results, as a method to foster collaborative learning and improve its outcomes.
The scope of this paper is to discuss peer rating towards two specific directions
that usually are neglected in the CSCL field, namely: a) coaching of objective
anonymous peer rating through a rubric, and b) provision of peer rating summary information during collaboration. The case study utilized an asynchronous
CSCL tool with the two aforementioned capabilities. Initial results showed that
peer rating, when anonymous, and guided, can be as reliable as off-line expert/teacher rating, with indications that this process can foster collaboration.
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Introduction

Collaborative learning (CL) is important for students both for social and cognitive
reasons [1]. Computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL) is not simply implying the use of technology for communication purposes to enable CL, but aims to improve both CL peer skills and individual/group learning domain products. Efforts to
implement reflection tools [2] in CSCL that foster peer interactivity (PI) and improve
the collaborative learning process and outcome have been systematically reported in
the literature, providing encouraging evidence on the impact of these methods to enhance student learning. In the current work, we study qualitative aspects of PI in a
setting where students rate each other’s posts in a Moodle forum. Peer rating (PR) is
defined as the process through which students monitor and rate the performance of
their fellow group members. PR reflection, assisted by visual feedback on PR, is defined as the cognitive and affective activities individuals engage in to explore their
experiences and reach new understandings and appreciations of those experiences [3].
Models that capture both activity and domain aspects of PI are described in [4], [5]. In
the current study, we use scheme of [4] to classify peer interactions, according to their
qualitative characteristics.
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Peer rating is a complex skill that does not effectively or efficiently emerge or develop in a spontaneous way [6]. To effectively and efficiently use PR, (a) simple PR
tools should be used, and (b) PR process needs to be supported and guided [6]. Solely
providing students with a tool to rate posts in a discussion forum, is probably not
enough to alter group collaboration balance or change students’ rating standards. Visual feedback can support reflection and plays an important role in individual learning
processes [7], as well as in collaborative learning processes. Small rating deviations
among peers may suggest that group is led to common understanding and awareness.
Enhanced group awareness can lead to more effective and efficient collaboration ([8],
[9], [10]). The data from [11] and [12] revealed how computer mediation can improve
the reliability and validity of peer review activities, while simultaneously improving
their functionality. Intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC) [13] was used to assess
SWoRD’s score reliability comparing teachers’ and students’ ratings.
Rating has been accompanied by visualization techniques in CSCL already. In
[14], authors present augmented group awareness tools supporting collaborative
learning. The group awareness tool provided to the small groups in one of the experimental conditions was embedded into the online discussion environment. Taking
about visualizations, in [15] students, before contributing in the discussion, they gathered information about current balance over participation while in [16] authors tried
to boost student motivation by building a positive sense of competition using a representation of average class performance.
Here, we present the study of a technology system that employs visualized peer rating data on posts from a Moodle forum. The main research question of this study can
be stated as such: “To what extent can peer rating be reliable, when compared with
expert rating?”
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Method

2.1

Participants, learning environment and procedure

The study was conducted in a Second Chance school in Thessaloniki, Greece. The
participants were 176 students (ages 18-50, M=42, SD=3.7), with most of them having low familiarization level with online communication tools; only 13 had used forum/chat tools before -but none of them for educational purposes- with an average
computers and in-formation literacy level of 3.8 out of 10 (based on 35 questions,
similar to [17], and designed according to the B-Tile [18]). The students were randomly distributed into 44 groups of 4 peers.
In this work, each group member provided anonymous feedback to peers within
the same group. Each student had been attributed to a pseudo name in the system and
rated posts of peers anonymously. All ratings were calculated, summarized and visualized as feedback to collaborating peers (see Fig. 1, PR at both group and individual
levels are depicted). Thus, Moodle was enhanced with: (a) an anonymous peer rating
tool (PRT) based on a rubric-based qualitative model, (b) a shared visualization tool
(SVT) used as a feedback tool for peer ratings with an intuitive interactive interface

supporting both individual and group awareness. PRT allows the group members to
rate peer cognitive contribution chunked into posts, and shares this information anonymously with all group members. Rating is the parameter our fPIv (flexible PI visualization) system monitors. Rating in fPIv is based on the same models applied in [4].
Specific examples were given in a complete guiding manual to peers on how to rate.

Fig. 1. Data representation of group collaboration in Moodle-forum.

The study lasted 4 weeks (May-June, 2015). The subject was the history of Thessaloniki. The study had 6 phases: pre-test, familiarization, study, discussion, post-test,
and interviews. Pre-test was a written test, containing 20 close-type questions (e.g.
“When was the White Tower built?”) measuring prior subject knowledge. After pretest, the students were introduced to the learning environment and they were allowed
a 4-week prolonged study period to familiarize themselves with the system and the
peer rating process on a test discussion subject. During the study phase that followed
and which lasted 4 more weeks, the students had to study 10 most important sightseeing of the city within a presentation deliverable. Collaborative work and deliverable
could only be produced within the Moodle forum. Peer rating was obligatory and a
grade penalty was introduced for the students that did not rate their peers’ posts.
Then, the students filled a post-test containing 20 questions similar to the ones in the
pre-test, and a questionnaire focusing on the peer rating process and the tools used.
The study was concluded by interviews, in which the students had the opportunity to
further elaborate their thoughts on the whole activity.
2.2

Data collection and analysis

Logs & expert ratings: Students’ activity within each tool was monitored. Data
logs per peer included: the number of posts sent, the number of posts read, time of
posts read, access time of resources like forum or visualization tool, time and duration
of visualizations viewed. Moreover, three teacher experts rated independently and
offline the posts of all collaborating peers a few days after case study and system was

closed. These ratings were logged in the same PRT tool we introduced along Moodlebased asynchronous forum used for group discussions.
Interviews: All students were interviewed individually for 15 minutes with focus
on deeper understanding students’ comments and suggestions. The interviews were
transcribed and the classification of conclusions concerning both interviews and opentype question answers was the by-product of interviews analysis.
Analysis: Peer ratings were compared to expert ratings. The two-way random average measures (absolute agreement) intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC) was
used as a measure of inter-rater reliability. In general, data analysis followed the principles of a mixed evaluation method [19].
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Results

3.1

Logs & expert ratings.

L1: The students read the received ratings, then they rate and finally post. This is the
most common strategy followed by peers when interacting within the fPIv system
provided. Students post or rate, after reading PR feedback, 97% of the time, while
they read PR feedback after posting or rating 73% of the time.
L2: The students are likely to use the PR visual representation tool during the whole
activity to monitor their collaboration. The average time spent (per student, per day)
on PR feedback information is approximately 5 minutes (almost 4% of their activity
time when logged in the system).
L3: Students did not need to spend much time in reading guide instructions (average:
5.7 minutes), and during collaboration they seemed to have “internalized” the rating
guidance given (average: 2.3 views).
L4: Providing PR seems to trigger PI (i.e. posts and replies). A new post appears after
a student has received peer rating(s). This is related to L1.
L5: ICC was very high for ratings among peers (.91), expert teachers (.99), and peers
and teachers combined (.87).
3.2

Interviews

The list below shows the most important findings recorded during the interviews.
I1: Providing PR was an easy task (93%) because of the guiding rubric used.
I2: The strategy of peers was driven by PR process (83%). The students first studied
the ratings of their peers and then formed their strategy posting, replying and rating.
This finding is in accordance with L1 above.
I3: Raw table data should be accompanied by simple visualizations like bar charts
preferably (81% of students). This helps students evaluate the raw data and draw conclusions, promoting self and group awareness during collaboration.
I5: Students wanted to have some statistical data depicting the PR feedback of the
whole class (74%). Thus, PR presentation is covering three levels (see fig. 1): a) Individual, b) Group, c) All groups working in parallel in an activity.
I6: Students (93%) opted for anonymous PR (otherwise rating would be biased).
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Discussion-Conclusion

In relation to the major research question posed “To what extent can peer rating be
reliable, when compared with expert rating?” we can state that:
• A tool like PRT, when guided and anonymous, can motivate and support effectively students perform reliable on-line rating (when compared to that of external offline expert raters)
• A tool like SVT can foster collaboration balance in small groups (up to 4 peers).
PRT anonymously shares all perceived and received ratings of peers, in order to
make them more aware of the collaboration process and the way peers rate his/her
posts (L1, L3, I6). SVT stimulates individual reflection on discrepancies between self
and received peer ratings, and stimulates peera to reflect collaboratively upon their
group performance. This reflection process allows group members to reach a shared
view about what can be referred to as valuable post contributions (see L2, L4, I5).
Because group members’ peer ratings are shared in SVT, all group members receive information on their peers’ contributions. The strength of PRT and SVT emerge
from its ability to make implicit aspects of collaboration (e.g., rated posts among
peers) explicit for all group members. PRT and SVT enhance students’ awareness of
performance, by providing them with explicit information concerning their performance (e.g., contributing low quality work). Based on aforementioned findings we
can state that a PR process that is anonymous and guided can provide a good experience to students. Students’ ratings compared to teachers’ ratings exhibited scarce and
small deviations. Relevant tests reveal that on-line PR, if performed with these prerequisites, can be as respectable as offline expert rating (L5). That is the key element
that allows for building an on-line reflection tool like SVT.
A shared visualization tool helps discussion stay on-task. From log files (see L1),
we notice that a peer before writing a post and/or rating peers, he/she studies on PR
visual feedback. This is aligned with study [15], where students, before contributing
in the discussion, they gathered information about current balance over participation
and formed a strategy to achieve a balanced participation over their discussion.
In this work, we reached similar conclusions as in [16]. There, authors tried to
boost their motivation by building a positive sense of competition using a representation of average class performance. That is why -in fPIv- we have opted to use information to the student not only for the group he/she is in but also for the class he/she
participates in. In our work, we notice that enhancing interpersonal behavior positively affects the group’s balance (L2, L3 and L4) positively.
Overall, the effects of PRT and SVT on group members’ individual behavior and
their social group performance look very promising. To our knowledge, there is no
concise conclusion in previous research to what extent peer rating assessment and
reflection feedback affect group behavior and performance, and what kind of reflection feedback lead to effective reflection processes (e.g., [6], [7]). Therefore, this
work contributes as an instigator towards studies that examine a combination of guided and anonymous peer rating supplemented with visualized feedback.
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